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Today’s Agenda

Contact: dlittle@fse.fulbright.org.tw

● Part 1: Review-
○ Review Key Aspects of CLIL

● Part 2: Going Deeper 
○ Look at the survey so far
○ Addressing some teaching challenges 
○ A look at some available resources
○ Teaching Models of CLIL (from survey)
○ Keys to  Success (from survey)

● Break (5 min)
● Part 3: Workshop-Planning CLIL Goals, 

Activities, and Curriculum
○ Activity/Curriculum Planning
○ Sharing
○ Q/A
○ Exit Ticket-Survey



Part 1: 
Reviewing Key 
Aspects of CLIL



Why Bilingual 
Education? Why 
CLIL? (Review)

● “Blueprint for Developing 
Taiwan into a Bilingual 
Nation by 2030” (2018)

● “Goals of strengthening 
students’ ability on daily 
practices in English and 
their competitiveness in 
future workplaces” (MOE)

● CLIL is a flexible 
approach to bilingual 
education



What is CLIL?
(Review)

Content and Language 
Integrated Learning (CLIL) has 
become the umbrella term 
describing both learning another 
(content) subject such as physics 
or geography through the medium 
of a foreign language and learning 
a foreign language by studying a 
content-based subject.

Source: 
https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/content-language-inte
grated-learning

https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/content-language-integrated-learning
https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/content-language-integrated-learning






● Content - Progression in 
knowledge, skills and 
understanding related to specific 
elements of a defined curriculum

● Communication - Using 
language to learn whilst learning 
to use language

● Cognition - Developing thinking 
skills which link concept formation 
(abstract and concrete), 
understanding and language

● Culture - Exposure to alternative 
perspectives and shared 
understandings, which deepen 
awareness of otherness and self.

How does CLIL really work in 
class?  There are many things to 
consider….



What’s the difference?  Why 
are there two models? 



Types of 
Language 
Students 
Need to be 
able to 
process



Well-designed CLIL 
provide students 
with: Meaningful Content

(connects to students)

+

Comprehensible Input

(“digestible” for students) 



Approaching 
Language Skills in a 
CLIL Class

● Listening is a normal input 
activity, vital for language 
learning

● Reading, using meaningful 
material, is the major source of 
input

● Speaking focuses on fluency. 
Accuracy is seen as subordinate

● Writing is a series of lexical 
activities through which grammar 
is recycled.

● Developing Critical Thinking is 
also a key component integrated 
throughout learning opportunities.



Part 2: 
Going Deeper-

Addressing Some 
Key Challenges



So many 
challenges...  

How can we address them?  

● Language?
○ Content Information 

(+textbook)
○ Students’
○ Teachers’

● Time?
● Team Teaching?
● Training?
● Resources?
● Others? 



CLIL Survey

● In one of counties in Taiwan
● 32 replies by last Friday

              Elementary                   Junior High

Teachers

       0-1 year                  1-3 yrs                   3-5 yrs

Years of teaching CLIL classes



CLIL Survey
-Challenges 

A. Students are not used to CLIL or don’t understand in CLIL 
class 

B. Insufficient teachers who can teach CLIL
C. Lack of clear objectives or goals for curriculum 

implementation 
D. CLIL Curriculum/Class Design

                        A                       B                           C                          D



Language 
Challenges



Considering Content Information and 
Textbooks

● What is your students primary source of information (input) for 
this lesson/unit/project? 

● How will you supplement this primary source of information?
● How will students engage with this information/content? 
● What support will students need for understanding the content?
● What support will students need to sharing/discussing the 

content?  



English 
Language Focus

In
Chinese

Textbook/
Content

In
English

Chinese 
Content/
Language Focus

Information/experiences

Language 
Learning/
English

Vocabulary 
Acquisition 

Communication

Vocabulary 
Acquisition

Communication

Reading/Listening
Comprehension 
Strategies

Language Support 
(English/Chinese)

Core content/information/experiences are 
presented in English in advance or alongside of 
the original Chinese source material. Reading/Listening 

Comprehension 
Strategies 

How does/could CLIL work in your classroom?

English vocabulary is secondary (some 
vocabulary, discussion, and simple 
language structures presented  in English) 
and matches the basics of what Ss learn 
in Chinese.

Core content/ 
information/experiences are 
presented in Chinese

Chinese 
Language 
Support

These are only a few of 
the possible ways CLIL 
could be implemented.



Students’ Language Challenges

● Students experience challenges with both 
basic communication and content 
language and knowledge (BICS/CALP)

● Students vary widely in their language and 
content knowledge and abilities (cramers)

● Still working on learning the alphabet 
(new readers English/Chinese)

How can you 
support these? 

● Differentiation
● Scaffolding
● Station Teaching
● Time for content 

vs. English?



Differentiation and Scaffolding

There are differences between differentiation and scaffolding. 

Differentiation refers to the idea of modifying instruction to meet a 

student’s individual needs and learning styles. Scaffolding refers to 

modifications you make while designing and teaching lessons that allow all 

students to be successful in learning the same content.



Differentiation and Scaffolding

Differentiation is often directed at individual students while scaffolding is 

done for the entire class. For example, when an individual  student can’t 

answer a Checking for Understanding question and you rephrase your 

question from open-ended to multiple choice, you have differentiated for 

that one student. When you pre-read a Learning Objective before having 

the entire class read chorally, you are scaffolding.

In reality, differentiation and scaffolding strategies overlap, but they have 

the same ultimate goal: increasing student success.



Retrieved 
Through:  
http://languages.d
k/databank/materi
alsview.php?show
detail=&id=8

http://languages.dk/databank/materialsview.php?showdetail=&id=8
http://languages.dk/databank/materialsview.php?showdetail=&id=8
http://languages.dk/databank/materialsview.php?showdetail=&id=8
http://languages.dk/databank/materialsview.php?showdetail=&id=8


What and how can you differentiate? 

Based on student’s:

● Readiness
● Interests
● Way of Learning

You can chose to modify the: 

● Content
● Process
● Product
● Language



Differentiation Examples-For Individual 
Students

● Opening the Lesson: “Assignment of the Day”-A series of questions or a task that 
helps the teacher determine where students are at and how much support/review they 
may need 

● During Instruction-Color Coded Groups
○ Blue -Allowed to listen only when they feel it necessary, otherwise allowed to work on their work 

independently (which may be different from the other two groups).
○ Yellow-Listens to the instruction, but after that they work together to figure out answers if they 

encounter challenges
○ Green-Listens to instructions, can ask for help (not for answers) and received higher priority than the 

other groups.
● Challenges: Additional challenging problem or task students can work on if they finish 

everything else  From: Three ideas for differentiation in a CLIL lesson: 
https://www.clilmedia.com/three-ideas-for-differentiation-in-a-clil-lesson/ 

https://www.clilmedia.com/three-ideas-for-differentiation-in-a-clil-lesson/


Using Stations

With or without a 
co-teacher, you can 
make stations 
work.  But, like 
everything else, it 
takes planning and 
practice



When to use Stations Teaching 

● Review Days
● Skill Reinforcement and Practice
● Project work 
● Event Preparation Days
● Testing Days (Reading, Listening, 

Speaking)
● Small group guided instruction/activities

NOTE: Teachers may be free to circulate 
between stations or work at one station while 
students may work at other stations 
independently. 



Teacher Language and Content Knowledge 
Challenges-Turn and Talk 

● What are your personal 
challenges when teaching 
CLIL or in English?  

● How can you work to 
overcome  and adapt to 
these challenges? 

● Know your strengths and weaknesses
● Always prepare and do your research
● Ask for help and suggestions from 

your fellow teachers--support each 
other!

● Learn and grow with your students 
(“World Englishes”/Lingua Franca)

● Continue your own professional 
development 

● Engage in reflective teaching 
practices



Management
Tips



Establish a Routine

● Why is routine important?
● How can you integrate classroom language and behavior 

expectations into your routine to help things move more efficiently 
during your limited class time? 

● What are some key things you do to establish routine in your class? 



Start Slow and Start Simple

● How much time do you spend 
introducing and practicing 
routines and behavior 
expectations at the beginning 
of the year? 

● How often do you have to 
review and practice these 
throughout the year? 

● Don’t expect Ss to know what 
is expected-be explicit in your 
directions and let them 
practice. 

● Build in classroom language 
from the 1st day and then 
add more classroom and 
content language as you 
progress. 



Possible Starting Points

● Class Rules and Behavior Expectations-Post Rules in English (or in 
both L1 and L2).  Take time to discuss the rules and expectations and 
consequences.  
○ Start this conversation bilingually.  
○ Make Ss accountable for their own behavior, and make sure they 

understand the “WHY” of good behavior and what it looks like.  
○ Use visual cues--especially for younger students



Possible Starting Points

● Classroom Language-Make a list simple classroom language 
sentences T and Ss can use to communicate more in English 
throughout the year. 
○ This could be posted on the wall or be a piece of paper pasted 

into their notebooks.  
○ Examples: Where is your pencil?  /Do you have your book? /Take 

out your notebooks. / Are you ready? /Do you have any 
questions?/Can you help me? / How do you spell…? /How do you 
say...in English? / I don’t understand...Can you explain it again in 
English/Chinese? /I want to know...



Tip: Consider “Mini-Lessons”/ “Chunks”

If you have a clear routine, you can ‘cut and paste’ CLIL activities into your 
daily routine

● Greeting/Check in/Getting Ready 
to Learn

● How are you?/ 
Day/Date/Weather/Good News 
Sharing

● Review/Homework Checking
● Notice and Wonder (Time for 

something new)

● Presentation-Guided Presentation 
and Learning

● Practice-Learning and Doing 
Together (Stations/Independent) 

● Presentation/Sharing/Reflection
● Wrap-up/Clean up/For Next Time



Tips for Dealing with Large Classes

● Establish Routine and Clear Expectations
○ Train students to work more independently-But start small with 2-3 min. 

Activities to build up their ability to work on their own.  
● Clearly Define Class and Group Jobs/Roles
● Rotate sharing/speaking opportunities

○ You may not get to ‘check’ every student every class, but keep track and 
get the others next time

○  Provide partner and group work opportunities to give more speaking and 
sharing opportunities (STT vs TTT)

● Know which students/groups you need to check on most frequently
● Seating Arrangements-When/how can you be more flexible with this?



~BREAK~
5 minutes-FREE TIME!



Team Teaching and 
Co-planning





Models of Co-Teaching

What is “co-teaching”?
▸ “co-plan, co-instruct, and co-assess a 

diverse group of students in the same 
classroom” (Murawski, 2005)

Detailed Example of Models of Co-Teaching: 
https://www.tolerance.org/sites/default/files/general/Seamless
%20Teaching%20Handout.pdf

https://www.tolerance.org/sites/default/files/general/Seamless%20Teaching%20Handout.pdf
https://www.tolerance.org/sites/default/files/general/Seamless%20Teaching%20Handout.pdf


How to Make it Work:

Plan for it!  
Effective Co-Teaching Practices: A Simple 
Guide to Co-Teaching

https://www.anderson5.net/cms/lib/SC01001931/Centricity/Do
main/3345/Co-Teaching%20Manual.pdf

https://www.anderson5.net/cms/lib/SC01001931/Centricity/Domain/3345/Co-Teaching%20Manual.pdf
https://www.anderson5.net/cms/lib/SC01001931/Centricity/Domain/3345/Co-Teaching%20Manual.pdf


Jigsaw 
Activity:
Advice 
for 
Teachers 

1. Break into assigned groups.
2. Read your assigned text. You may 

read as a group, or you may take 
time and read independently.

3. Discuss your reading with your 
team.  
a. Guiding Question: What was the 

most interesting or important piece 
of information to you? 

4. As a team, list the top three most 
important or interesting pieces of 
information.

5. Share with the class. 



Advice for English 
Teachers









Advice for Subject/ 
Content Area 
Teachers













Finding and Using 
CLIL Resources



CLIL Resources-Taiwan

Available at: 
https://englishresource.tainan.gov.tw/index.php
?inter=resources&kind=0

https://englishresource.tainan.gov.tw/index.php?inter=resources&kind=0
https://englishresource.tainan.gov.tw/index.php?inter=resources&kind=0


Sample Lesson Plan (Bits and Pieces)



CLIL Resources-Taiwan

Both available at: 
https://ono.tp.edu.tw/course/7297#/

https://ono.tp.edu.tw/course/7297#/


Taipei- Health and Physical Fitness G1S1



Taipei- Health and Physical Fitness G1S1



CLIL Resources-from Europe

Available at: 
https://www.languages.dk/archive/clil4
u/book/CLIL%20Book%20En.pdf

https://www.languages.dk/archive/clil4u/book/CLIL%20Book%20En.pdf
https://www.languages.dk/archive/clil4u/book/CLIL%20Book%20En.pdf


This resource links to MORE resources...



CLIL Resources-from Europe

Available at: 
http://www.clil4children.eu/wp-content/uplo
ads/2018/06/Guide_Addressed_to_Teach
ers_Vol01.pdf

Available at: 
http://www.clil4children.eu/wp-con
tent/uploads/2018/05/Guide_Addr
essed_to_Teachers_Vol02_rel08.
pdf

http://www.clil4children.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Guide_Addressed_to_Teachers_Vol01.pdf
http://www.clil4children.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Guide_Addressed_to_Teachers_Vol01.pdf
http://www.clil4children.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Guide_Addressed_to_Teachers_Vol01.pdf
http://www.clil4children.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Guide_Addressed_to_Teachers_Vol02_rel08.pdf
http://www.clil4children.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Guide_Addressed_to_Teachers_Vol02_rel08.pdf
http://www.clil4children.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Guide_Addressed_to_Teachers_Vol02_rel08.pdf
http://www.clil4children.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Guide_Addressed_to_Teachers_Vol02_rel08.pdf


Curriculum Resources from the USA

Adopted by 41 states, Common Core for 
Language Arts is available at: 
http://www.corestandards.org/wp-content/uploads/ELA
_Standards1.pdf

WIDA Standards for English are available 
at : 
https://wida.wisc.edu/sites/default/files/resource/2012-
ELD-Standards.pdf

http://www.corestandards.org/wp-content/uploads/ELA_Standards1.pdf
http://www.corestandards.org/wp-content/uploads/ELA_Standards1.pdf
https://wida.wisc.edu/sites/default/files/resource/2012-ELD-Standards.pdf
https://wida.wisc.edu/sites/default/files/resource/2012-ELD-Standards.pdf


DON’T reinvent the wheel!  Google it first.  

If you find something that 
works, save and share it!  
Build resources for other 
teachers and collaborate!  



CLIL Survey - Resources Needed

What resource will be very helpful for 
your CLIL classes but they are not 
available yet?



CLIL Models in 
Taiwan-Survey 
Says...

       A                     B                  C                   D                 E

A. Solo teaching

B. Co-teaching with a foreign teacher

C. Co-teaching with a English teacher

D. Co-teaching with other subject teachers

E. Co-teaching with a foreign teacher and other teachers



CLIL Models

CLIL models can be organised in different ways, which will determine the type of 
co-operation of teachers. 

● Short-term exposure to CLIL (CLIL showers (Mehisto et al., 2008), in which some 
significant areas of a subject are explored and developed in a foreign language for 
around 30 minutes to one hour of exposure per day. For example, in Mathematics 
children can learn the numerals and in Physical Education basic commands. 

●  A short series of integrated lessons planned around a theme or topic, involving the 
subject area content from one or more national curriculum subjects will probably require 
in tandem planning and teaching of the primary teacher and the English teacher.  



CLIL Models (Cont.)

● Modular courses lasting half a term where aspects of individual subjects are taught 
through the language could follow a similar model, but could also be taught by the 
primary or specialist teacher, with CLIL training and good command of English.

● Short intensive courses where the timetable is blocked for one or more days to allow 
for deeper learning and practical experience of language use requires in tandem 
preparation, but would be probably taught by the English teacher.  

● Longer-term sustained joint-curriculum delivery and partial immersion would probably 
require in tandem teaching or individual teaching. 



Considerations for 
Lesson Planning



Planning: 
Questions 
and Task 
Flow











Assessment and Evaluation...A Few Words and 
a Few Examples...

1. Start with standards or learning outcomes. 
a. By the end of this unit, students will be able to share 3 rules for 

playground safety in English and Mandarin.  
2. Determine how students will demonstrate this information. 

a. Oral presentation/videos, make and share a poster, fill in the blank 
worksheets, or match Chinese and English rules

3. Prepare appropriate tools to measure students achievement.
a. Portfolios, rubrics, checklists, tests, etc. 











CLIL Survey-Keys 
to Success- 

What really makes 
it work?        A                   B                  C                   D                 E

A. Assistance of foreign teachers

B. Assistance of administration

C. Sufficient time to work with co-teachers

D. Clear curriculum objectives that can be followed

E. % of content vs language in class design and 

implementation 



~BREAK~
5 minutes-FREE TIME!



Part 3: 
Planning CLIL Goals, Activities 
and Curriculum



Planning for CLIL-Where can you start? 

● If you focus on this year: 
○ Identify a unit, lesson or project you would like to try with a CLIL approach 

● If you focus on next year:
○ Classroom language to build throughout the year for: 

■ Class rules
■ Daily/Classroom Use
■ Group Discussion 

○ Curriculum  Planning
■ Overall goals and objectives
■ Cross-curricular planning and co-teaching opportunities



WORKSHOP-Lesson and Activity Design

Consider:

● Learning outcomes (SWBATs)
○ Content
○ Language (vocab/structures)

● Content Resources and materials (experiential learning, videos, discussion 
questions, readings/texts etc.)

● Activities (games, activities, and manipulatives for content and language 
learning, etc.) 

● Assessments: 
○ Project/Presentation (Focus on oral language)
○ Paper-based (Focus on written language)



Now it’s time to share 
your thoughts and 
ideas.



...and feedback, 
please!

Please complete the following surveys to provide 
feedback and information for this and future CLIL 
workshops. 

2. ClLIL   
Background 
Survey

1. Post-workshop 
Survey



Additional Resources

CLIL Activities: A bank of activities that can be modified to support student learning based on content. 

Activities can be selected and  organized by type.  https://www.blikk.it/bildung/unterricht/clil/clil-activities

BICS vs CALP and Why: Short blog post outlining the key differences. 
https://www.clilmedia.com/four-differences-between-bics-and-calp-and-why/

Bloom's Taxonomy Question Stem Cards [Revised]:
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Blooms-Taxonomy-Question-Stem-Cards-Revised-840151
 
How scaffolding can improve your CLIL lesson:  A post from CLIL Media-Practical Tips and Tricks for 
Every CLIL Teacher.  https://www.clilmedia.com/how-scaffolding-can-improve-your-clil-lesson/

https://www.blikk.it/bildung/unterricht/clil/clil-activities
https://www.clilmedia.com/four-differences-between-bics-and-calp-and-why/
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Blooms-Taxonomy-Question-Stem-Cards-Revised-840151
https://www.clilmedia.com/how-scaffolding-can-improve-your-clil-lesson/


Co-Teaching Resources and Materials
Tips for Co-Teaching and Team Teaching
https://thecornerstoneforteachers.com/co-teaching-team-teaching/

 Effective Co-Teaching Practices: A Simple Guide to Co-Teaching
https://www.anderson5.net/cms/lib/SC01001931/Centricity/Domain/3345/Co-Te
aching%20Manual.pdf

Teaching in Tandem by Gloria Lodato Wilson and Joan Blednick
Selected Resources Related to Co-Teaching
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/110029/chapters/Selected_Resources_
Related_to_Co-Teaching.aspx

Collaborative team teaching (Article With Video)

https://federation.edu.au/staff/learning-and-teaching/teaching-practice/facilitatio
n/collaborative-team-teaching

Classroom Management Tips for Co-Teachers
https://www.edutopia.org/article/classroom-management-tips-co-teachers

Co-Teaching Partnership Checklist 
http://laspdg.org/files/Partnershipchcklist.pdf

https://thecornerstoneforteachers.com/co-teaching-team-teaching/
https://www.anderson5.net/cms/lib/SC01001931/Centricity/Domain/3345/Co-Teaching%20Manual.pdf
https://www.anderson5.net/cms/lib/SC01001931/Centricity/Domain/3345/Co-Teaching%20Manual.pdf
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/110029/chapters/Selected_Resources_Related_to_Co-Teaching.aspx
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/110029/chapters/Selected_Resources_Related_to_Co-Teaching.aspx
https://federation.edu.au/staff/learning-and-teaching/teaching-practice/facilitation/collaborative-team-teaching
https://federation.edu.au/staff/learning-and-teaching/teaching-practice/facilitation/collaborative-team-teaching
https://www.edutopia.org/article/classroom-management-tips-co-teachers
http://laspdg.org/files/Partnershipchcklist.pdf

